8 FRATERNITIES ARE PLACED ON PROBATION LIST

Mental Laggards Must Reach Standard of Behavior.
Privileges Reverted

WILL BURN MIDNIGHT OIL

Law of one percent given Other Fraternities by Dean Rienow

Eight fraternities have been placed on a probation list, and their privileges have been revoked because of a recent probation placing the fraternity for failure falling substantially below the average standard for men in the college. The fraternity must be placed on probation if a fraternity fails to make its average standard in any one of four respects: the number of pledges, the number of members, the number of abandoned members, and the number of recommended students. The probation list is not a final decision, and the fraternity is given a chance to improve its standard in order to be placed back on the active list.

According to the interpretation placed upon this regulation by Dean Rienow, fraternities have been placed on probation if the number of pledges, the number of members, and the number of abandoned members is below the average standard. The fraternity is given a chance to improve its standard in order to be placed back on the active list.

VARSITY WORKS ON NEW PLAYS

First Eleven Perfects New Formations to Be Used

Although the varsity did not perform as brightly last night, they were able to show off some of their new plays which will be performed at the Douglas meet on Friday. Each Towel fan will be punished to the black-shirters.

Dean Miller wrote to the board of regents stating that the varsity will perform new plays at the Douglas meet on Friday. Each Towel fan will be punished to the black-shirters.

BASKETBALL IN NEW ARMORY IS

According to Coach Jesse Adams, six teams are scheduled for the program at the new armory. The following four teams will be included:

1. Eight members of the varsity will be included in the program.
2. The program will be held in the new armory.
3. The program will be sponsored by the University.
BRET ELLIOTT  THE DAILY IOWAN

JUST BE BRED "We are living in an age of spec- tacular, crowd-pleasing entertainment, and it is justifiable to question the traditions of higher education. There is a tendency on the part of the stu- dents who are majoring in one par- ticular branch of learning to copy in- sistently exclusively in the passing of the week of their particular field of study. The student of science looks about him and sees things in terms of the scientific method; the student who interprets what he observes to the form of his subject, helps to apply his theories of reasoning to the ordinary world of books and observa- tion of art and nature think in the same way. The art critic interprets his world of ideas, with the same sensory and intellectual view as the scientific student, and the moment a student becomes aware of the different methods of reasoning, he realizes the importance of order that may have expired and produce less

SPECIALIZATION is dangerous only when its offspring becomes execu- tive and limits the knowledge of any single sphere. It is harmful when it leads to the exclusion of in- dividual, the individual's power of judgment and suppression of the natural and social welfare on which to practice

There are students in the various colleges of the University who believe that their success depends up- on the particular field of study in the exclusion of others. Their professors, the students, and the University deans are recommended, but the student as such all but more as a lack of knowledge of order that may have expired and produce less

The coming Harold Brem, who is Brem's son, is to be the executive director of the University in the future. Brem's son, who is an instructor in economics, will become the University's director of public relations. He was a Brem's son, who is an instructor in economics, will become the University's director of public relations. He was a

COACH ARMSTRONG PLANTS RECRUITS IN FANCY DIVING CLASS

Coach David Armstrong, who has been in charge of the diving team, has asked for more entries in the fancy diving class, which meets every Monday and Wednesday at 4:45 o'clock. Thirty-nine men have reported for places on the extensive team, which is working out every day. A recent meet, scheduled for December 15, will be the first of these meets which will be held in the University. The second meet will be held on December 15, and the last meet will be held on December 31. The Conference will meet in Cincinnati on December 31.

ASHMORE AND JENKINS VICTORY OVER PURDUE

Purdue, who is Iowa's next op- ponent on the gridiron, is a better team on the field than the Hawkeyes, and has a better team than the Hawkeyes of last Saturday's game. Purdue's defense was weak, and Coach Armstrong's aggressive attack led to the defeat of the Purdue team. The Purdue defense was weak, and Coach Armstrong's aggressive attack led to the defeat of the Purdue team.

Purdue Slays Notre Dame

Purdue scored three touchdowns in the first half, one in the second half, and led until the last minute of the game. Purdue scored three touchdowns in the first half, one in the second half, and led until the last minute of the game. Purdue scored three touchdowns in the first half, one in the second half, and led until the last minute of the game.

Ashmore and Jenkins victory over Purdue

Purdue, who is Iowa's next op- ponent on the gridiron, is a better team on the field than the Hawkeyes, and has a better team than the Hawkeyes of last Saturday's game. Purdue's defense was weak, and Coach Armstrong's aggressive attack led to the defeat of the Purdue team. The Purdue defense was weak, and Coach Armstrong's aggressive attack led to the defeat of the Purdue team.

THE GREATEST PIANIST IN THE WORLD

Will Play in the
N. S. AUDITORIUM

Tonight at 8 Promptly

BAUER

Give your Party at
The Pagoda Tea Shop

TRY ONE OF OUR SPECIAL T-Bone Steaks

Served From 5 P.M. To 7:30 P.M.

30c

We believe we have the most desirable, useful and serviceable ... Raincoats on display in this community.

We invite You to Satisfy Yourself and Our Conviction

PRICES RANGE FROM

$7.50 to $18.50

We also have an additional shipment of Leather Jenkins, so come in and get yours before they are all gone.

ENGINEERS TAKE NOTE—We have a few government hydraulic companies—inquire from all outside interests, except the proper one.

It Will Pay You to Look Us Over

U. S. SURPLUS ARMY STORES CO.
COR. BURLINGTON & DUBUQUE.

IOWA CITY, IOWA.
The best is always the cheapest...

For Fifty Cents, a choice of three delicious, well balanced meals is offered you each noon at

The Mad Hatter’s Tea Room

SAFETY SERVICE

MAKE YOUR OWN MONEY

While it is illegal to counterfeit any coin or bills issued by the United States Treasury, there is one kind of "counterfeit" any individual may legally make.

Anyone with an actual bank balance is privileged to write checks on his or her account provided the account is not overdrawn.

The check-book method of settling financial obligations is one of the greatest conveniences of our time. Are you using it?

The First National Bank

Are You Proud of Your University?

Send the “Homecoming” edition of The Daily Iowan to your folks and to your friends--show them what your University is like--prove to them that you are proud of it.

You may obtain copies of this edition complete with rotogravure by calling at the Business Office, 115 South Clinton
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UNIQUE

Its usual custom of studying his rooms. Call

SMITH -

THE DRAMATIC EVENT

THE DAILY

PASTIME

THEATRE

TODAY ONLY

TODAY

FIRE

For last night featured a playlet, directed by Mary E. Stahl, as opening to a theatrical year.

EMPHASIS will specialize on

nations. The programs last night introduced operas. Feature will be a Spanish song dance, review of "Don Quixote," and a "columba."
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GEORGE
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PRODUCTION

A Government Picture

FREDDA BRINDLEY

FREDDA BRINDLEY

"The Merchant of Venice"

"Nobody's Girl"

"Always a Good Show"

"The Divorce of Conveniences"

"The Foolish Age"

"The Haysed" PATHE REVIEW Admission—15c to 35c

"The Merchant of Venice"

In the infancy sale, having 500 basic course men, there are only forty-five in the advanced section in the motor transport unit here. There are only sixty-two in the basic course and thirty-eight in the advanced. Five dollars a month.

If the smoke between the three units is unity, the character of the advanced work makes it impracticable to change them among the three units so that all may be equal.

Friday, January 10th, 1921

"The Gilded Lily"

MAY

SCHEMPEL

NOW

PLAY WILL BE 10

Second Act

CAST FOR

THE "STRAWBERRY""1921

MACOMBER, Mich.

DORIS MAY

FORBES, Miss

L. 50f, $1.50 plus war tax.

Suits and O'Coats

that

ANY MAN

shall be

PROUD TO

Wear!

$45.00

and

DOWN!

AND

 Alexandru Dumitrescu.

"The Merchant of Venice"

L. L. Fisher at 10th Avenue;
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